General

Nested on the edge of the breathtaking Mukutan Gorge, which plunges deep into valleys filled with palms, vines and orchids and dotted with waterfalls and thermal hot springs, the Mukutan Retreat feels as far away from the rest of the world as you can get. It is Africa at its wildest - undisturbed and unpredictable, yet every detail and desire is carefully attended to in 4 large cottages crafted from local stone and sustainably collected woods and furnished with exquisite textiles and antiques from around the world. It is the definition of pure, private, wild luxury. With plenty of activities to suit all tastes and ages, it is ideal for a romantic escape or for adventures with the whole family and friends. The unique setting, the silence and the evocative sounds of Africa, make of the Mukutan Retreat an exclusive hideaway for discriminate travellers, who wish to find a total communion with nature in simple yet extremely sophisticated comfort.

Location

Situated on the extreme western edge of the Laikipia Plateau, overlooking Lake Baringo, the Gallmann Mukutan Conservancy is the 90,000 acre biodiversity oasis that internationally renowned best-selling author Kuki Gallmann calls home. ‘Mukutan’ means ‘ the Meeting’ and it is here that numerous hills and valleys converge in a labyrinth of unspoilt vegetation and wildlife and ancient caves full of stone tools. The Retreat is so called to convey the spirit of total privacy, remoteness and magic that pervades it and that leaves even the most seasoned traveller in awe. It is rare to still find on the planet Earth places that make you feel you are the first visitor. Mukutan is this place. In a changing world it is Unique. Unforgettable. Truly wild. A temple to nature.
The Conservancy

The (Mukutan/ OAN/ LN) Conservancy is perched on the edge of the Great Rift Valley, stretching across spectacular views and rugged terrain. Due to its unique topography, it traverses several different ecosystems and habitats, contributing to an unusual and abundant biodiversity and wildlife including many endemic and undescribed species - from the cedar and acacia clad slopes of the Engelesha forest, through Olive Groves and Savannah and deep into the tropical Mukutan Gorge. Dotted with Paleolithic and Neolithic sites the conservancy is also a refuge to large numbers of elephant, buffalo, lion, cheetah, leopard, numerous other large mammal species and 478 bird species, including over 40 that are on the IUCN Endangered ‘Red List’. The Conservancy hosts a variety of vibrant and innovative community and conservation projects.

Accommodation

Built out of local stone, papyrus and sustainably gathered (not felled!) indigenous cedar and olive woods and furnished with antiques and textiles from around the world, the Mukutan Retreat is timelessly elegant.

There are 3 very large bedroom ‘cottages’, with private verandas from which to view the birds and baboons and game on the hills. Each cottage has a huge central fireplace which feeds both into bedroom and bathrooms. Bathrooms are open fronted with large bathtubs for a long soak with a spectacular view at the end of a full day. Warm cedar floors, large beds carved from wild olive wood and sumptuous areas to relax in make it hard to ‘leave home’.
A fourth cottage comprises a large open fronted living/dining area with a breakfast platform and a huge fireplace for the evenings scattered with cushions and furnished with good books.

Finally there is an infinity pool built out of rock and fed by cool spring water which beckons in the heat of the day. Lunch (picked from our organic vegetable gardens) is often served in the pool house.

In an effort to transform your stay into a complete escape, Mukutan is removed entirely from civilization with limited phone and internet access (which can be obtained from most other places within the conservancy for those that really do need to get on line). Power is solar only and although good reading and bathroom lights are installed as well as more decorative lamps, most illumination comes from romantic candlelight and hurricane lamps.

Capacity 6-8 excluding guides cottage (a further 2 bedrooms)

Climate

The Retreat lies at approximately 7000 ft above sea level. The days are warm and the nights are cool. The coolest period of the year is from May to September and the warmest period is between November and March. The altitude makes the area malaria free.

Activities

- Explore this enchanted wilderness with our fantastic guides and ecologists
- Guided walks into the valley along the river through ‘jungle like’ vegetation past rock formations, hot springs and rock pools to swim in if desired. Or over the tops of hills with breathtaking views across the Rift Valley, Lake Baringo, the Tugen Hills.
- Several stunning ‘hide outs’ located by waterholes or on tree platforms to while away the day with a book and a picnic whilst waiting for game to come to water.
- Longer walking safaris with a fly camp into little-explored areas and to visit the remote and little-visited Pokot tribe
- Volunteer with or experience one of the many community projects, join in any of the conservancy activities
- Plenty of specially crafted activities for children and teens taken from our Summer Camp activities- building fires and dens, learning to navigate by the stars, making plaster of Paris Castes of animal tracks…
- Game Drives and Night Drives
- Nights out in the ‘roofless’ moonlit cottage to watch the stars
- Yoga Lessons if requested
- Picnics
- Bird or Insect Walks
- Ethnobotanical walks
- Bass, Tilapia and Crayfish Fishing
Getting Here

- Air charters, to private airstrip, centre airstrip.
- Scheduled air service – daily flights to & from the Maasai Mara or Nairobi to Loisaba airstrip
- Helicopter: Altitude – 1764m ; N00°36.741" E 036°22.200"
- Access by road: Approx 4 hours from Nairobi, 2.5 Hours from Nakuru or Baringo

• What Makes us Totally Unique...

  • Pure wilderness and exclusivity - almost guaranteed not to see any other tourist vehicles
  • The spectacular and unusual Mukutan Gorge
    • Breathtaking views and walks
    • Interesting conservancy activities
  • Location for Kuki Gallmann’s Best Selling Book and Film “I Dreamed of Africa”
  • Visit the Pokot Tribe and our very own Pokot Youth peace Team Acrobatics group comprising some reformed poachers